9:30am -- From market movers most active/top % gainers... choose a stock who's chart is progressing
upward, or at least has a gamma frequency (seconds to around 5 minutes) to beta frequency (over 5
minutes but less than an hour) that is otherwise going straight across (if not upward), as it is the
assumption that such a pattern will continue.
The orange horizontal base-line that is drawn at just above $2.00 is the assumption that a gamma
pattern will continue between $2.00 and $2.05 for a least the next five minutes, whereby a limit in/out
is set... and where a trade should not happen if price falls below this line, or else falling below the line
on a trade becomes the stop-loss.
The $1.90 low at around 8:30am with a peak at between 9:00am and 9:30am of $2.05 indicates a
beta/alpha frequency (minutes to an hour). Keep in mind the low point of a beta/alpha frequency as
such a point tends to attract prices like a magnet/gravity...

9:35am -- the price has stayed within the alpha pattern with at least one opportunity for a limit in/out at
$2.00/$2.05... but the price keeps falling below the horizontal line with the last candle showing rejection
at $2.05...

9:38am -- price is gravitating back towards the $1.90 pre-open low on a beta/alpha frequency. The blue
horizontal line drawn at $1.95 indicates a 9:38am reflection of a gamma pattern happening at around
8:00am and 9:00am. At this point the price is still falling below the blue horizontal line...

9:49am -- The price has gravitated back to the $1.90 point, as indicated by the red horizontal line that is
drawn, and has established a gamma frequency between $1.90 and $1.95... although, at this point, price
is starting to stay just above the line...

10:00am -- a full alpha/beta cycle is completed (8:30am -> 9:30am -> 10:00am). Momentum from the
low end of the alpha carried the price back up. At this point the price has at least matched the pre -open
peak. Safer than "gamma loop" trading is buying at the low end of an alpha or beta cycle and se lling
after (each) 5 cent gain (alpha/gamma trade or beta/gamma trade).
Candle/wick is showing rejection at $2:15 (peak)...

10:12am -- The yellow horizontal line at $2.10 shows the relative high point in the alpha/beta cycle.
At 10:12am the price has come back to opening bell price (orange horizontal line at $2.01). In
establishing a gamma pattern the last five minutes, the price hasn't fallen below the orange line...

10:15am -- The low end of a gamma pattern is reestablishing itself at $2.01 (orange horizontal line).
The last candle/wick at 10:15am is showing rejection...

10:28am -- Price has fallen back to the blue line of $1.95 but is maintaining a gamma pattern above the
line...

10:36am -- An almost exact repetition of 9:00am (alpha/beta)...

10:43am -- Low end of a beta/gamma frequency isn't dropping back to the blue line...

10:53am -- Re-peak of an alpha/beta pattern...

11:00am -- The pattern is fighting the $2.10 mark... The pattern up to this point has been an alpha/beta
frequency progressing upward since re-bottoming at the red line/$1.90...

11:12am -- Price breaks $2.10 and re-peaks at $2.15... then falls to $2.05 at this point with a gamma
pattern falling below $2.05...
THE KEY TAKEAWAYS ARE...
--look to pre-open lows and establish those lines (as well as those emerging low-end beta/gamma
patterns)...
--do immediate gamma patterns fall below those lines... or do they hover just above those lines?
--set limit-ins at those lines... stop-loss 5 cents below those lines if a limit-in is executed at the line.
--if a gamma pattern hovers above a line and is starting to make a break upward then market-in and
limit-out 5 cents later... or ride 10 cents/market out on a stock that is on fire.
(THE RED LINE WOULD GENERALLY BE CONSIDERED THE "BETA BASELINE" OF GRAVITATION WITH A
FREQUENCY UP TO 90 MINUTES/NEAR TO OR INCLUDING ALPHA FREQUENCY WHERE ALPHA IS MORE
THAN ONE HOUR)
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